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Abstract

This article critically examines the scope of discretion vested in the Kenya Film Classification Board (KFCB) under the Film and Stage Plays Act in regulating films and stage productions in Kenya. Specifically, the paper questions the absence of a clear standard or test for the determination of what constitutes ‘decency’ or ‘public interest’ in the KFCB’s approval or disapproval of films and posters for public exhibition. Furthermore, the paper evaluates the compatibility of this discretionary power with the constitutional guarantee of artistic freedom of expression under Article 33 of the Kenyan Constitution. Finally, the paper explores the potential impact of KFCB’s discretion on digital rights and digital inclusion in Kenya. By interrogating these issues, this paper seeks to contribute to the ongoing debates on the appropriate balance between regulation and protection of artistic expression, on the one hand, and the realisation of digital rights and digital inclusion, on the other.
1 Introduction

The Kenya Films and Classifications Board (KFCB) is a Kenyan state corporation founded in 1963 with the commencement of the laws outlined in the Films and Stage Plays Act of 1962 (the Act).

1. Its core mandate is to regulate the creation, broadcasting, possession, distribution and exhibition of films. When KFCB came into being, it exercised its mandate by examining films and their creation, broadcasting, possession, distribution and exhibition of films by examining them for content, imposing age restrictions and giving consumer advice about various films. The Act gave the board the power to approve or refuse to approve films and posters. The Act also stated that approval is not to be granted to films that in the board’s opinion, offended decency or are undesirable in the public interest.

In 2013, the Kenya Information and Communications Amendment Act of 2013 was enacted, granting the board the further mandate to monitor television stations and screen their content. The Communications Authority of Kenya published a programming code in 2015 that prescribed a watershed period (5:00am to 10:00pm) during which no content meant for adults was to be aired. In 2018, the chief executive officer of the KFCB, Ezekiel Mutua, announced that he would take stern action against media organisations advertising a certain brand of condoms during the watershed period. Earlier in 2016, The KFCB stretched the limits of their mandate further when they attempted to go after the organisers of the Project X party, on the (unsubstantiated) grounds that they were part of an international syndicate that intended to utilise the event to shoot pornographic films. Later in April of the same year, KFCB forced the Coca-Cola
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company to scrap a kissing scene in one of their advertisements because it ‘violated family values’.11

The seeming acquiescence of the state and the public as well as the lack of resistance to the acts of the KFCB has seen it transcend its position as a film regulatory board and instead incarnated in the form of the last line of defence against the ‘great monster of immorality in the country’.12 The effect of the KFCB’s onslaught on immorality in the media has seen them perform actions that seem to be diametrically opposed to the freedom of artistic expression as provided by the 2010 Constitution of Kenya (the Constitution).13 KFCB has been active in censoring far more than films; its crusade against the immoral has led the board to attempt to exercise its mandate on every possible form of artistic expression.14 In 2016, KFCB ordered Google to pull down a song called Same Love because it advocated for gay rights in Kenya.15 The KFCB in 2018 banned Marie Stopes advertisements on both television and radio on the grounds of allegedly incentivising abortion.16 KFCB’s CEO Ezekiel Mutua stated that the hospital, which is well known for advocacy for abortion care, was targeting teenage girls by providing them alternatives in situations of unwanted or unplanned pregnancies.17

KFCB has, over the years endeavoured to maintain a hard stance against any material that can be deemed obscene or indecent.18 Unfortunately, KFCB has not made public the standard it uses. Without an inkling of an idea on the standards used by the KFCB, Kenyans have an ingrained image of KFCB as being tone deaf and
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unchanging. This begs several questions. What is the source of this code of ‘African values’ that the KFCB so vigorously protects? What is the effect of the KFCB’s stance on complex issues such as reproductive rights and sexual minority rights on the perception of the public? How does the KFCB and its powers and mandates affect the realisation of digital rights and digital inclusion in Kenya? This article aims to answer these questions.

Digital rights are essentially a transference of rights people have in their material reality and the realisation of these rights in the context of new digital technologies. With the rapid progress in technology, it has become integral that people enjoy the same rights in digital spaces as they do in their material reality. Digital inclusion refers to the efforts made to ensure that all individuals and communities, regardless of their socio-economic status, have access to and can effectively use digital technologies. This includes both access to technology and the development of digital skills. The goal of digital inclusion is to bridge the digital divide and promote equitable access to digital resources and opportunities for all. The KFCB is uniquely placed to either help progress or completely derail the realisation of digital rights and digital inclusion. Banning of films advertisement or media because of controversial content can be seen as state legitimisation of perceptions manifesting as discrimination of women and other groups in online spaces such as sexual minority groups.

In light of the above, this article seeks first to historicise film censorship in Kenya. Second, it seeks to reconcile the mandate of the KFCB with the provisions of the Constitution 2010. Finally, it seeks to highlight the digital landscape in Kenya and show the effect of KFCB’s actions on the realisation of the ideal of digital rights and digital inclusion.

Accordingly, the article will trace the history of film and media censorship in Kenya from the pre-independence period to the current era in order to trace the source of modern policies and laws on film and media censorship. Thereafter it outlines the current digital landscape in Kenya and seeks to situate the powers and mandate of
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the KFCB within this landscape. Finally, it puts forward recommendations on streamlining the mandate of KFCB in order to accelerate the realisation of digital rights and inclusion.

2 Conceptual framework

The framework underpinning this article focuses on the intricate interplay between the state’s authority in media regulation, the fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens, and their collective impact on digital rights and digital inclusion in Kenya. Within this framework, the article delves into the powers vested in the KFCB as granted by section 16 of the Films and Stage Plays Act, with a primary focus on their implications within the realm of media content regulation amid the emergence of digital technologies.

At the core of examination are two key variables. First, there’s the concept of the state’s police powers, referring to the governmental jurisdiction exercised through entities such as the KFCB, aimed at overseeing and managing media content for reasons spanning public decency, societal interests, and governance. Second, citizens’ rights and freedoms constitute a pivotal element. This encompasses the spectrum of individual rights assured by the Constitution, including the freedom of artistic expression outlined in Article 33 of Kenya’s Constitution. The framework extends its scope to encompass digital rights, which involve the guarantee of equitable digital engagement, encompassing aspects like freedom of expression, data privacy, and unhindered access to digital platforms.

Moreover, the framework encompasses the notion of digital inclusion, characterised by endeavours to ensure universal access to and proficient use of digital technologies, thereby working towards narrowing the digital divide across socioeconomic strata. Embedded within the analytical approach is a multi-faceted perspective that amalgamates legal, historical, and digital rights considerations. This multifaceted lens is employed to scrutinise the matter from different angles, recognising the historical backdrop of media regulation while scrutinising how past colonial-era practices persist in molding the contemporary regulatory landscape.

Furthermore, the study delves into whether the KFCB’s discretionary powers, which guide their assessment of ‘decency’ and ‘public interest’, align with the constitution’s provisions safeguarding artistic freedom. The lens then broadens to assess the potential influence of these powers on digital rights and digital inclusion.

Central to the narrative is the exploration of the potential disconnect between conventional regulatory practices and the requisites of the digital era. This exploration leads to questions about the possible repercussions of the KFCB’s actions. Could their practices impede digital rights by constricting information availability and curbing online expression? Similarly, the study probes whether these regulatory undertakings might inadvertently hamper digital inclusion, particularly for marginalised sectors of society.

3 Historical appraisal of film censorship laws and practices in Kenya

3.1 Colonial period

The curtain on film censorship in Kenya (British East Africa at the time) was raised in 1912 with the enactment of the Stage Plays and Cinematography Exhibitions Ordinance.²⁶ This law empowered licensing officers to inspect all films to ensure they did not contain any ‘unpleasant’ scenes and ‘undesirable’ ideas before issuing a license.²⁷ The law however did not definitively state what constituted these scenes and instead left it to the discretion of the licencing officers to decide what was acceptable and what was not.²⁸

It is important to note that the government enacted the new law without appointing corresponding staff.²⁹ Qualification for license officer positions was open to police constables, as well as volunteer European women looking for something to do in their spare time.³⁰ Further, censorship officials received little to no training in film review or basic cinematograph techniques.³¹ This situation led to an indiscriminate butchering of films in the colony, especially as female European and Indian censorship officials comprised the vast majority of board members.³² They ruthlessly cut any and all scenes they believed to be unpleasant or put ‘undesirable’ ideas into the minds of Africans.³³ What bothered these licensing officials the most was depictions of nudity, especially that of white women. They maintained the belief that white women’s bodies exemplified purity and virtue and that cinematographs depicting their nudity had a dangerous effect on ‘coloured youth and men’.³⁴ So stringent were
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they in any depiction of romance that even scenes of hand holding during courtship were struck out. In addition to nude scenes, films with scenes that glamoured crime were also cut or banned.

The unease of the settlers saw the colonial administration rounding up African children in urban centres, where surveilling black bodies was an easy undertaking. Children were arrested for petty crimes — such as pickpocketing or loitering — that official believed induced the greatest cause for concern. A horrified colonial official noted that, ‘a potential criminal gets “good ideas” from crime films, which he then tries to put into practice.’

The Mau Mau rebellion, which began in the early 1950s and intensified in the 1960s, had a significant impact on censorship policies. The British colonial government viewed the rebellion as a threat to their authority and a potential source of inspiration for anti-colonial activists. As a result, films that depicted the rebellion or criticised British colonial rule were often censored or banned outright. The film *The Great Alaskan Mystery* (1944), attracted the scrutiny of colonial officials when they discovered — after issuing a license for public viewing — that the film had a scene depicting a staircase being blown up while a man was descending it. Although it reached audiences in Kenya a decade after its release, the War Council recommended that films showing such scenes should not be exhibited at the *present time* (during the Mau Mau war).

The Kenyan struggle for independence, also influenced censorship policies. The British colonial government became increasingly sensitive to the portrayal of African culture in films as the struggle for independence gained momentum. It was more likely to censor or ban films that celebrated African culture or depicted the struggle for independence.

In 1963, Kenya gained independence, and the new government continued to regulate film content. The 1963 Film Censorship Act replaced the previous regulations and established the KFCB as the government agency responsible for reviewing and approving films.
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3.2 Post-independence and the new constitutional era

Following Kenya’s independence in 1963, the government took over the responsibility of regulating film censorship. The Films and Stage Plays Act of 1962 replaced the previous British colonial regulations and established a government agency responsible for reviewing and approving films, the KFCB. In 1968, the government amended the Film Censorship Act to give the KFCB broader powers to regulate film content. The KFCB could now require filmmakers to obtain licenses, and it had the authority to ban films or order the deletion of certain scenes or dialogue deemed to be offensive or immoral. During the 1980s (the Moi era), the KFCB’s censorship policies became more restrictive. During Daniel Arap Moi’s era in Kenya, state control and censorship extended beyond just the print and broadcast media. Film censorship, like other forms of media, was tightly regulated by the government. The Moi administration exercised strict control over the film industry, leading to the censorship and restriction of films that were considered politically sensitive or critical of the government.

Given the rampant governmental interference, a need for political reformation was warranted. This impetus was provided by, among other things, the decriminalisation of defamation, which marked the turning point of a new age of censorship as the government could not jail anyone saying something it did not like, thus came moral censorship. With the powers granted to the KFCB by the 1968 revision of the Act, grounds of censorship gyrated from political grounds to social ones.

After the promulgation of the 2010 Constitution of Kenya, the KFCB continued to operate under the provisions of the new Constitution. The KFCB’s mandate to regulate film and stage play content is enshrined in the Constitution’s Bill of Rights, which guarantees freedom of expression and information, and also allows for limitations in the interest of public morality, security, or order.
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Under the new Constitution, KFCB has continued to review and classify films and stage plays based on their content.\(^{56}\) KFCB is required to adhere to the principles of good governance, including transparency, accountability, and public participation.\(^{57}\)

In 2016, the KFCB proposed a bill known as Films, Stage Plays and Publications Act of 2016 (‘the FSSP Act’).\(^{58}\) If passed, the FSSP Act would allow the board’s compliance officers to raid, search, and seize equipment or materials from organisations perceived to be producing or exhibiting materials that they deem to have questionable content.\(^{59}\) The bill however was not enacted in the end due to backlash and criticism from media stakeholders.\(^{59}\) Later in 2018, the KFCB once again faced criticism for its decision to ban the film *Rafiki*, because it contained ‘homosexual scenes’ and was in contravention of the values of the Kenyan people.\(^{60}\) The ban was challenged in court, and in a landmark ruling in the case *Wanuri Kahiu & another v CEO — Kenya Film Classification Board Ezekiel Mutua & 2 others*\(^{61}\) the Kenyan High Court lifted the ban and ruled that KFCB had acted unconstitutionally and violated the filmmakers’ right to freedom of expression.\(^{62}\)

Another notable event was the KFCB’s ban on the music video for the song *Takataka* by a Kenyan artist Alvindo in 2019.\(^{63}\) The KFCB banned the video for its allegedly explicit and obscene content, including scenes of violence against women.\(^{64}\) The ban sparked debate about the KFCB’s role in regulating artistic expression and prompted criticism from some who argued that the board was overreaching.\(^{65}\)
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The current digital landscape in Kenya and the problematisation of the powers and mandate of the KFCB within this landscape

4.1 The digital landscape in Kenya

Digital technology has rapidly transformed the way people in Kenya live, work, and communicate.66 The government of Kenya has recognised the importance of digital technology and has undertaken various initiatives to promote digital rights and digital inclusion in the country.67 The digital rights and digital inclusion landscape in Kenya includes the legal framework, relevant statutes, policies by the government, and events bearing on digital rights and digital inclusion in the past decade.68

The Constitution of Kenya 2010 recognises the right to freedom of expression, which includes freedom of artistic creativity, academic freedom, and freedom of scientific research.69 This constitutional provision has been used to safeguard digital rights, including the right to access information, freedom of the press, and freedom of assembly online.70

The legal framework for digital rights in Kenya includes the Access to Information Act (‘the AIA’), which guarantees the right of access to information held by public and private bodies.71 The AIA also provides for the creation of a public access to information database to promote transparency and accountability in government.72 The Data Protection Act, which was passed in 2019, provides for the protection of personal data collected, processed, or stored in Kenya.73 It also establishes the office of the Data Protection Commissioner, which is responsible for enforcing data protection laws in Kenya.74
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For the individual Kenyan citizen, these laws and protections mean that their digital rights are recognised and safeguarded by the government.\textsuperscript{75} They have the right to access information held by public and private bodies, which promotes transparency and accountability in government.\textsuperscript{76} The Data Protection Act protects their personal data from unauthorised access, ensuring their privacy and security online.\textsuperscript{77} The establishment of the office of the Data Protection Commissioner provides a mechanism for citizens to report any violations of their data protection rights and seek redress.\textsuperscript{78} Additionally, the Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission ensures the integrity of the electoral process, including digital aspects, giving citizens confidence in the democratic process.\textsuperscript{79} Overall, these laws and protections promote digital inclusion and empower individuals to exercise their digital rights in Kenya.

The government of Kenya has undertaken various initiatives to promote digital inclusion. One of the most significant initiatives is the Digital Literacy Program, which aims to provide every primary school child with a laptop and access to digital learning materials.\textsuperscript{80} The program seeks to bridge the digital divide by ensuring that all children have access to digital technology and the skills necessary to use it.\textsuperscript{81} The National Broadband Strategy aims to increase access to affordable broadband internet services throughout the country, with the goal of achieving 100\% coverage by 2030.\textsuperscript{82} In 2018, the Kenyan government proposed a social media tax, which would have required citizens to pay a fee to use social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp.\textsuperscript{83} The proposal was met with widespread criticism, and the government eventually dropped the plan.\textsuperscript{84}

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{80} 'Digital Literacy Program (DLP)' Ministry of ICT https://ict.go.ke/digital-literacy-programmedlp/#:~:text=The%20government%20initiated%20the%20program,technology\%20in\%20the\%20learning\%20environment (accessed 9 August 2023).
\item \textsuperscript{81} Digital Literacy Program (n 80).
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In 2019, the Kenyan government launched a digital identification system, which uses biometric data to register citizens. However, the system has been criticised for its potential impact on privacy and civil liberties. In 2019, the government of Kenya launched the National ICT Policy, which provides a framework for the development of the information and communications technology sector in the country. The policy recognises the importance of digital rights and inclusion and seeks to promote the use of digital technology to improve service delivery, increase efficiency, and enhance the quality of life for all Kenyans.

After the new regime came into power in the 2022 general election, emphasis on digitisation of government processes and services was enhanced significantly. On June 13, 2022, the Government of Kenya set forth an ambitious ten-year Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Digital Masterplan, stretching from 2022 to 2032. This visionary strategy was designed to align Kenya with global technological progress and empower its digital economy. It revolved around four pivotal pillars: digital infrastructure, efficient digital services and data management, fostering digital skills, and nurturing an environment for digital innovation and entrepreneurship.

Fast-forwarding to February 23, 2023, the government unveiled a bold initiative to revolutionise its public services through digitalisation, fostering a heightened sense of digital competitiveness. The Ministry of Information Communication and The Digital Economy commenced the implementation of the Kenya National Digital Master Plan 2022-2032. This comprehensive
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roadmap embraced five core pillars, propelling the nation’s digital transformation agenda: establishing robust digital infrastructure, optimising digital services and data management, equipping citizens with essential digital skills, promoting digital entrepreneurship, and ensuring policy and regulatory alignment.95

Continuing into May 24, 2023, President Ruto provided an encouraging update on the progress of this digital revolution.96 Out of the entire spectrum of 7,000 government services, nearly 5,000 had already been seamlessly digitised, marking a significant leap toward efficiency and accessibility.97 On June 5, 2023, Kenya took a strategic stride by launching the ‘Huduma Kenya Digitalization Plan’.98 Over the next three years, spanning from 2023 to 2026, this innovative roadmap aimed to enrich citizens’ access to digital government services.99 The plan encompassed the establishment of a centralised biometrics system, the integration of AI-powered service delivery methods, and the implementation of the Unified Personal Identification (UPI) platform, setting the stage for a more streamlined and efficient digital future.100 On June 30, 2023, a monumental achievement was celebrated as President William Ruto unveiled an era of online accessibility to over 5,000 government services.101

However, despite the significant advancements in digitisation, the digital rights and digital inclusion landscape in Kenya has not existed without challenges. The government has also been criticised for its use of surveillance technology, including the installation of CCTV cameras in public spaces and the use of biometric data in the registration of citizens.102

This is the digital rights landscape in which this article situates the KFCB and its mandate. As seen above, the sphere of digital rights and inclusion has been and continues to progress towards a reality where every individual Kenyan citizen can exercise their rights as freely in
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the digital realm as they would in the physical one. It is in this advancement towards a future characterised by digital equality that we situate the powers granted unto the KFCB by section 16 of the Film and Stage Plays Act and the manner (manifestly reminiscent of colonial precedent) that it has been wielding this power.

4.2 Problematisation of the KFCB’S Actions within this landscape

4.2.1 Lack of a clear standard

The first, and most apparent problem posed by the KFCB’s mandate is the lack of a clear standard for what constitutes obscene material by the KFCB poses significant problems. Firstly, it leads to inconsistency in the classification of films and stage plays, resulting in confusion among filmmakers and the general public.¹⁰³ Secondly, it raises questions about the objectivity of the board in the exercise of its mandate, as the lack of clear guidelines provides room for personal biases and subjective judgments.¹⁰⁴ This is exhibited most explicitly by the slew of decisions made by [then] chairman of the KFCB, Ezekiel Mutua between 2015 and 2018 such as declaring gay lions a product of the erosion of current values.¹⁰⁵ Thirdly, it limits artistic freedom, as filmmakers may self-censor their work for fear of falling foul of the board’s subjective standards.¹⁰⁶ Therefore, there is a need for the KFCB to provide clear guidelines for the classification of films and stage plays to enhance consistency and transparency in its decision-making processes.

There have been several instances where the lack of clarity in legislation has led to devastating consequences. One example is the prohibition of alcohol in the United States during the 1920s, commonly referred to as the ‘Prohibition era’.¹⁰⁷ The 18th Amendment to the US Constitution attempted to ban the manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcohol, but it did not clearly define what constituted ‘intoxicating liquors’.¹⁰⁸ This lack of clarity led to confusion and inconsistent enforcement, as well as the emergence of organised crime groups that smuggled and sold illegal

¹⁰⁴ Adagala & Muyonga (n 103) 136.
¹⁰⁶ Adagala & Muyonga (n 103) 134.
¹⁰⁸ History.Com editors (n 107).
alcohol.\textsuperscript{109} The prohibition also led to an increase in public health problems, including the consumption of dangerous bootleg alcohol, which resulted in thousands of deaths.\textsuperscript{110}

Another example is the war on drugs initiated in the United States during the 1970s.\textsuperscript{111} The laws and policies enacted to combat drug use and trafficking did not provide clear guidelines on how to differentiate between drug users and drug traffickers, leading to the disproportionate incarceration of people of colour for drug-related offenses.\textsuperscript{112}

KFCB’s lack of clear standards limits artistic freedom and expression as filmmakers may self-censor their work for fear of falling foul of the board’s subjective standards. This issue has been a major concern for Kenya’s film industry, which seeks to promote artistic expression while complying with the KFCB’s mandate to protect the public from harmful content.\textsuperscript{113}

To address this problem, KFCB needs to provide clear guidelines for the classification of films and stage plays to enhance consistency and transparency in its decision-making processes. The guidelines should be based on the Kenyan Constitution, which guarantees freedom of expression, creativity, and cultural diversity while also protecting citizens from harmful content.\textsuperscript{114}

4.2.2 Balancing national values against morals vis a vis the Constitution of Kenya

The Constitution of Kenya outlines the national values and principles of governance that should guide the actions of all public entities, including the KFCB.\textsuperscript{115} However, the Constitution does not define specific moral standards that should be applied in determining what constitutes obscene material. The problem with the KFCB asserting an ethereal standard of morality is that it can and leads to arbitrary and inconsistent application of the law.

It is clear that the regulation of obscenity is fraught with complex and often contradictory motives and purposes. While some
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proponents of regulation may argue that obscenity poses a threat to public safety, others may seek to prevent the production and consumption of such materials altogether.\footnote{Hekin ‘Morals and the Constitution: The Sin of Obscenity’ (1963) 63(3) Columbia Law Review at 139.} Furthermore, the impact of obscenity on human behaviour remains the subject of intense debate among psychologists, and the constitutionality of obscenity laws cannot be determined solely on the basis of their supposed effects on behaviour.\footnote{Hekin (n 116) at 157.}

Yet amidst this confusion, it is worth noting that the regulation of obscenity is typically motivated by a belief in the immorality of such materials, and a desire to protect individuals from the supposed corrupting influence of such content.\footnote{Hekin (n 116) at 393.} While obscenity may not be considered a crime in the strict legal sense, it is often viewed as a sin that undermines the character and morals of individuals, and threatens the social fabric of the community as a whole.\footnote{Hekin (n 116) at 137.} Indeed, this belief in the corrupting influence of obscenity is a driving force behind the regulatory efforts of many communities around the world.\footnote{Henkin (n 116) 393.}

This dynamic is particularly evident when the KFCB is studied.\footnote{Film and Stage Plays Act 34 of 1962 section 15.} Section 16 of the Film and Stage Plays Act provides KFCB with broad powers to classify and restrict access to films and plays that are deemed to be ‘contrary to public interest’ or ‘likely to cause harm to children.’\footnote{Film and Stage Plays Act 34 of 1962 section 16.} However, the exact criteria for what constitutes ‘contrary to public interest’ or ‘harmful’ content remains subject to varied interpretation, and the KFCB has often been accused of overstepping its mandate in its efforts to regulate the content of films and stage plays.\footnote{Wanuri Kahiu & Another v CEO - Kenya Film Classification Board Ezekiel Mutua & Others [2020] eKLR.}

Ultimately, the regulation of obscenity raises important questions about the relationship between morality, law, and social norms.\footnote{Henkin (n116) at 413.} While many may believe that obscenity is inherently immoral and harmful, it is important to recognise that these beliefs are not universal, and that the imposition of moral standards through legal regulation can be fraught with difficulty.\footnote{As above.} Instead of focusing solely on moral concerns, it is crucial that lawmakers and regulators consider the broader national values and social norms that underpin the regulation of obscenity and other forms of expression.\footnote{Henkin (n116) at 414.}
This lack of clarity can create confusion and result in the censorship of content that is not necessarily obscene, but which may offend the personal sensibilities of certain individuals within the KFCB or the wider society.\textsuperscript{127} It can also lead to the censorship of content that has social, political, or artistic value, thereby impeding the free expression of ideas and opinions.\textsuperscript{128}

It is important to reiterate that the Kenyan Constitution focuses on national values as enshrined in article 10, rather than morality.\textsuperscript{129} As such, legislation should be based on these national values rather than individual moral beliefs. This approach would ensure that regulations are in line with the country’s aspirations and values, rather than the subjective opinions of a few individuals or groups. By aligning regulations with national values, the government can effectively regulate obscenity without suppressing artistic expression or violating individual rights.

4.2.3 The KFCB mandate and the national identity of the people of Kenya

The Constitution of Kenya recognises and upholds the rights of diverse communities, including ethnic minorities, indigenous peoples, sexual minorities, and other minority groups.\textsuperscript{130} These communities have a right to freedom of expression, which encompasses the ability to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas, regardless of the medium used.\textsuperscript{131} The actions of the KFCB often threaten the rights of these communities. For example, the KFCB has attempted to ban content that portrays LGBTQ+ individuals.\textsuperscript{132} Such actions not only discriminate against sexual minorities but also disregard their status as members of Kenya’s diverse populace.

Indigenous peoples and ethnic minorities are also at risk of having their ways of life affected by the actions of the KFCB. For instance, KFCB may seek to regulate content that depicts cultural practices that it deems immoral or obscene. However, these practices may be an integral part of the identity and culture of these communities. By seeking to regulate such content, KFCB may be disregarding the cultural rights of these communities.

This approach is particularly problematic in the digital age, where the lines between traditional media and new forms of digital media are increasingly blurred. The KFCB’s efforts to regulate online content have been criticised by digital rights and digital inclusion
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advocates, who argue that such regulation is often used to limit fundamental rights and freedoms. For instance, KFCB’s adamant persecution of LGBTQ material is seen as discriminatory and ignores the fact that sexual minorities are part of Kenya’s diverse populace. This was highlighted in the case of Eric Gitari vs NGO coordination board, where the Supreme Court held that sexual orientation cannot be used as a ground for discrimination.

To promote a diverse and inclusive digital environment, it is important for the KFCB to exercise its mandate in a manner that respects the constitutional principles of diversity and identity. This can be achieved by engaging with stakeholders and consulting widely before making decisions that affect the creative industry. Failure to do so not only jeopardise the utilisation of the digital realm by different groups of people but also impedes their digital rights.

5 Conclusion and the way forward

Over the past decade, the issue of film censorship has been a topic of much debate and scrutiny. This article aimed to contribute to this ongoing conversation by examining the impact of film censorship on digital rights and digital inclusion in Kenya. The article is premised on the conceptual framework that film censorship can have a negative impact on freedom of expression and access to information. This framework emphasises the importance of protecting these fundamental rights, particularly in the digital age where access to information and the ability to freely express oneself are essential to democratic participation and the advancement of knowledge and innovation.

To explore this issue, the article focused on the role of KFCB and its discretionary powers in regulating the production, distribution, and exhibition of films, as well as monitoring online content, including social media platforms. The paper highlighted that KFCB’s mandate as per Section 16 of the Film and Stage Plays Act grants it the power to seize and destroy content deemed offensive. However, this regulatory power must be balanced with the fundamental rights to free expression, access to information, and privacy. The board’s power to restrict online content and its subjective interpretation of what constitutes ‘offensive material’ poses a threat to freedom of expression and the right to access information. Moreover, the lack of transparency and accountability in the decision-making process of the
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board undermines the principles of digital inclusion, which require that all individuals have equal access to digital resources and opportunities.

To address these issues the author recommends the following:

(a) That the discretion of the KFCB to ban be based on the national values espoused in Article 10 of the Constitution.
(b) The creation of a platform for dialogue between film or content creators and the KFCB to ensure that both sides are on the same page regarding developments in the media industry.
(c) A review of the Kenya Film and Stage Plays Act to ensure that it is aligned with the international human rights standards.
(d) The KFCB should collaborate with stakeholders in the digital rights and digital inclusion community to develop guidelines for the regulation of online content that promote freedom of expression while protecting vulnerable groups from harm.
(e) That researchers continue investigating the impact of media regulation on the realisation of digital rights and digital inclusion, especially the role of content regulation bodies in shaping the digital landscape.

In conclusion, the article argues that the KFCB’s regulatory practices must be reformed to align with the principles of digital rights and digital inclusion. This requires a shift away from the colonial-era model of media regulation and the adoption of a more democratic and inclusive approach to media governance. By implementing the recommended actions, Kenya can promote a diverse and inclusive digital environment that upholds fundamental human rights.